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A Corrigendum on
Lithium-ion battery second life: pathways, challenges and outlook

by Patel AN, Lander L, Ahuja J, Bulman J, Lum JKH, Pople JOD, Hales A, Patel Y and Edge JS
(2024). Front. Chem. 12:1358417. doi: 10.3389/fchem.2024.1358417

In the published article, there was an error in the author list. Anisha N. Patel was
erroneously excluded as shared senior author. The correct author list appears above. (†These
authors share senior authorship.)

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. The funding for
open-access publication of the article had not been confirmed and therefore not been
included. The correct statement appears below:

“The authors declare financial support was received for the research, authorship, and/or
publication of this article. Funding sources supporting this work came from University of
Bristol Postgraduate Research Scholarships to JB and Faraday Institution (grant number
FIRG059) to JE and AH. Open access of this publication was funded by the Imperial College
London Open Access Fund.”

The authors apologize for these errors and state that this does not change the scientific
conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.

Publisher’s note

All claims expressed in this article are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent those of their affiliated organizations, or those of the publisher, the editors and the
reviewers. Any product that may be evaluated in this article, or claim that may be made by
its manufacturer, is not guaranteed or endorsed by the publisher.
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